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TORRANCE, Calif. – April 6, 2012 – Lexus today announced the Manufacturer’s Suggested Retail Price
(MSRP) for the all-new 2013 GS 450h hybrid luxury sport sedan, the complete 2013 RX luxury utility vehicle
line, and a price adjustment to the 2012 IS luxury sport sedan.

Equipped with the second generation Lexus Hybrid Drive system, the 2013 GS 450h delivers 338 total system
horsepower, while achieving 31 combined city/highway mpg. Arriving in dealerships in May, the 2013 GS 450h
will have a base MSRP of $58,950, unchanged from the model it replaces.

The updated 2013 RX once again raises the bar for design, engineering, and luxury innovation in the segment it
created. Arriving in dealerships this month, the 2013 RX 350 carries a starting MSRP of $39,310. Offering V8-
like performance and fuel economy similar to a four-cylinder sedan, the 2013 RX450h will also arrive at
dealerships this month with a starting MSRP of $45,910.

Featuring an eight-speed automatic transmission with paddle shifters and a sport-tuned suspension with
performance dampers, the RX F SPORT was designed to engage driving enthusiasts. When it arrives at
dealerships in July, the RX 350 F SPORT will have a base MSRP of $47,000.

The 2012 Lexus IS luxury sport sedan will receive an increase of $200, representing a percentage increase of
0.5% to 0.6% on a model-by-model basis.

MSRP does not include a delivery, processing and handling fee of $875.

GS 450h
The 2013 GS 450h will complete the GS lineup when it joins the recently launched GS 350 and GS 350 F
SPORT at Lexus dealerships in May. With a total system power output of 338 horsepower, the GS 450h not only
has the power of a V8, but also exceeds most V6 engines in fuel economy with best-in-class EPA estimated
ratings of 29 mpg city, 34 mpg highway, and 31 mpg combined. The GS 450h is certified as a Super-Ultra Low
Emissions Vehicle (SULEV).

Like the GS 350, the new GS hybrid also features Lexus Drive Mode Select. In addition to the Normal, Eco,
Sport S, Sport S+ modes available on the GS 350, the GS 450h adds an EV mode, which allows the driver to
travel a short distance at low speed using only the hybrid battery pack.

Available options to help further enhance occupant safety include a Pre-Collision System, which uses the radar
sensors shared with the Dynamic Cruise Control System to provide early warning of upcoming objects that
might result in a collision as well as to apply braking force in the case of an impending collision, a Night Vision
System, Heads Up Display, Blind Spot Monitor, and Lane Keep Assist (LKA) with Lane Departure Warning
(LDW). LKA and LDW provide a small amount of active steering torque to help maintain course and alert the
driver if the system detects that the vehicle is beginning to drift out of the lane.



Next-generation Lexus multimedia brings a host of entertainment and connectivity enhancements, including the
Lexus Enform® App Suite (one-year trial subscription included) and standard enhanced Bluetooth® capability
with automatic phonebook download and streaming audio.

RX 350 and RX 450h
The RX, the top-selling luxury utility vehicle in America for 14 years, raises the bar even higher in 2013 with
numerous interior and exterior upgrades. The RX 450h with Lexus Hybrid Drive also receives these
enhancements.

The bold new face of Lexus, the signature spindle grille, is complemented by a new headlamp design, LED
daytime running lights, distinctive fog lamp bezels, and an aggressive new bumper. Updated taillamps and the
rear license plate surround complete the exterior enhancements.

The luxurious and spacious RX receives numerous interior enhancements for 2013. The steering wheel has been
redesigned with a sportier look and a more comfortable and relaxing grip. A metallic accent enhances the look of
the glove box. The center console has been redesigned for versatility and easy accessibility.

The cabin of the 2013 RX also gets new available Ebony Bird’s-eye Maple wood trim and available Saddle
leather interior. Rich, detailed contrast stitching is used on the seats, center console and door-mounted armrests
of the available leather trim. Four new exterior colors are available for the RX: Silver Lining Metallic, Claret
Mica, Deep Sea Mica, and Fire Agate Pearl, replacing Tungsten Pearl, Matador Red Mica and Cerulean Blue
Metallic.

RX 350 F SPORT
This 2013 RX 350 F SPORT (AWD only) was designed to engage driving enthusiasts with performance and
styling enhancements including:

Eight-speed automatic transmission with paddle shifters;
Newly designed 19-inch alloy wheels with dark graphite finish with 235/55R19 tires front and rear;
New and unique sport front bumper with mesh grille;
F SPORT tuned suspension with front and rear performance dampers; and
Vehicle Dynamics Integrated Management (VDIM).

F SPORT exterior and steering wheel badging further differentiates this vehicle from the rest of the RX line.

The RX 350 F SPORT also comes with black leather-trimmed seats with white contrast stitching, black
headliner, and aluminum pedals and footrest. The RX 350 F SPORT also comes standard with all features from
the Premium and Comfort packages. The eight-speed automatic transmission with paddle shifters is a first for the
RX line.

Model Year Model Name MSRP
Price Increase
$

Price Increase
%

2013 RX 350 FWD $39,310 $235 0.6%
2013 RX 350 AWD $40,710 $235 0.6%
2013  RX 350 F SPORT AWD $47,000 n/a n/a
2013 RX 450h FWD $45,910 $675 1.5%
2013 RX 450h AWD $47,310 $485 1.0%

IS 250 and IS 350
The 2012 Lexus IS luxury sport sedan received a price adjustment which will become effective with May
production. All IS models receive a $200 price increase. The model-by-model adjustments reflect individual



percentage increases ranging from 0.5 to 0.6 percent. The MSRP does not include a delivery, processing and
handling fee of $875. A complete list of model-by model price adjustments is below.

Model Year Model Name MSRP New MSRP Price Increase $ Price Increase %
2012 IS 250 (MT) $33,595 $33,795 $200 0.6%
2012 IS 250 $34,765 $34,965 $200 0.6%
2012 IS 250 AWD $37,225 $37,425 $200 0.5%
2012 IS 350 $40,020 $40,220 $200 0.5%
2012 IS 350 AWD $42,480 $42,680 $200 0.5%

All prices listed above exclude the Delivery, Processing, and Handling (DPH) fee


